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LIGHTBLOCKS materials transform any space from ordinary to WOW! From the idea or 
conception, its capturing light and color in illuminating ways. It’s the artistic expression of the 
designer in creating and transforming the space. From inspiration through fabrication and 
project completion, you’ll get the guidance and expertise you need to support your vision.

PRODUCT GUIDE
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Specify your design with LIGHTBLOCKS and expand your horizons with…

Fingerprint, Stain & Scratch Resistant Surface – 100% Renewable 

Design Partnerships [DP] – Creative Solutions  

Finished Products Ready to Install

100% Recyclable Materials

Quality – Service – Value

Certifi ed Fire Rated materials

Custom Color Matching – Degrees of Translucency

Fabrication & Forming

Integrated Hardware & Lighting Options

Global Solutions

BEGIN HERE...

LIGHTBLOCKS began 15 years ago
in the studio of sculptor Mary Boone 
Wellington. Looking for a medium that 
was luminous, durable and colored in 
just the right subtle shades, she could 
fi nd no commercial material that exactly 
suited her needs. Developing the 
tools and techniques for the emerging 
LIGHTBLOCKS took on an urgency 
when she won the competition for a 
large outdoor public sculpture for the 
city of Flagstaff, AZ.

Architects, inspired by the luminous 
quality and impressed with the
durability of the new LIGHTBLOCKS, 
began to specify it for their projects. 
The fi rst clients for the new material 
were Discovery Channel and IBM.
As word spread about LIGHTBLOCKS, 
the studio, housed in a New Hampshire 

barn, became too small to produce the 
volume of work demanded.“We love to 
recall the fi rst year in the barn, there 
was so much activity and excitement as 
we explored the new medium, taking an 
artistic approach to polymer science, 
inventing and patenting the creations,” 
says Wellington.

The studio quickly outgrew the barn 

and, in an extravagant gesture, 
Wellington purchased the barn across 
the street. That proved to be a good 
real estate investment but insuffi cient to 
the amazing growth of the studio as the 
innovative approach to material science 
created solutions to design challenges 
for architects worldwide. 

In 2000 new space in an old mill build-
ing was located in Nashua, NH where 
the studio stretched its wings in 40,000 
square feet (3700 square meters) of 
manufacturing space. Ten years later 
the company’s growth demanded more 
space and new equipment, In 2011 
LIGHTBLOCKS relocated into a modern 
manufacturing facility with new corpo-
rate offi ces that still buzzes with the 
creative forces that launched the fi rst 
LIGHTBLOCKS back in the barn.

CREATIVE DESIGNS & ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS

Want to design something incredible?  Need a material that will create a dynamic focal point, is durable and a good value?  
Dream in LIGHTBLOCKS for…

WALLS

CEILINGSCOUNTERTOPS

FIXTURESTABLESSIGNS

ACCENTS
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CUSTOM COLOR

Custom color for any size job at no extra cost. We will match anything from 
Pantone to a paint chip to a stain on your tie, and the amount of translucence is up to 
you as well.

Our custom samples are shipped to you fast, usually within 5 days of request. We 
will make prototype fabrication samples as well so you can see the effect you have 
specifi ed. If you need samples quickly, checkout our Designer Studio Standards or 
Palette Studio Favorites colors; in-stock samples.

CUSTOM FABRICATION

Our superior craftsmanship makes it possible for you to dream big. Our motto is 
“YES.” Get our team of project developers on board early in your design process and 
let us share our years of experience and invention. 

We will fabricate your components and ship them with installation advice, confer with 
your on-site contractor, recommend an on-site installer, or even install the entire job 
ourselves if that is what it takes.

SUSTAINABLE POLYMERS 

Any optically clear polymer can be used as a base for LIGHTBLOCKS brand products 
so you are not limited in your design. All our brand products are made with safe 
industrial standards in practice. 

We can help you choose the greenest polymers for your project, including polymers 
with recycled content, and we can recycle the fi nished components when the end of 
their design life has been reached. 

We have recycled more than 1,000,000 pounds (454 metric tons) of scrap back into 
useful products. All LIGHTBLOCKS brand products are 100% recyclable.

RENEWABLE SURFACE

LIGHTBLOCKS renewable surface technology makes designing the luminous beauty 
of LIGHTBLOCKS brand products into high-traffi c public spaces possible.  

The color and durability are there to stay. Casual wear may be touched up quickly 
with a 3M Scotch Bright® pad, and even serious damage by vandals is no problem. 

LIGHTBLOCKS surface is 100% renewable.

POINTS OF DISTINCTION
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DESIGNING WITH LIGHTBLOCKS

NOMINAL VS. ACTUAL THICKNESS Industry standards for polymer sheet thickness 
are nominal values with a variation in thickness within a single sheet or across a casting or 
extrusion of multiple sheets all of the same “nominal” thickness. It is best to make sure that 
connection channels and mountings have room to allow for this quality.

EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION Polymers expand and contract with heat, cold and 
moisture. Allow for this quality in your designs by incorporating reveals between panels and in 
your attachment methods, channels, frames, etc. We can specify the amount of space to allow 
for each polymer. 

DEFLECTION Polymers are more fl exible than glass and must be supported at closer 
intervals. Check with our Project Developers or your rep to get defl ection data specifi c to your 
project. 

FORMING AND CURVES Thermo forming: This is done by placing fl at sheets in a heat 
controlled environment over a wooden form and heating the polymer till it relaxes into the 
shape of the form. The sheet must be cooled very slowly to retain the shape. A too rapidly 
cooled sheet will continue to tighten its radius over time. Cold forming: As polymers are 
fl exible, some materials may be safely forced into a curve by clamping the sheet along two 
sides.  Each polymer has its own maximum safe bending radius per thickness.  

HARDWARE Mechanical fasteners—nuts and bolts, cables and standoffs—are all 
acceptable methods of installing polymers. Rubber washers and collars are useful to hold 
parts fi rm while allowing for expansion and contraction. LIGHTBLOCKS offers a full range of 
hardware both standard and custom to complete your design.

FABRICATION Polymers may be cut and assembled with adhesives and mechanical 
fasteners, heat formed and surfaced into many fi nished design elements. LIGHTBLOCKS 
invisible seams for countertops and tables highlight the incredible depth and beauty of a 
completed design. Fabricated components, including display fi xtures, lighting lenses, drop 
edges, integral sign graphics and etching, are all possibilities to create a unique and compelling 
component for your space.

SPECIFYING LIGHTBLOCKS LIGHTBLOCKS can provide you with CSI-formatted 
specifi cations for your use in specifying LIGHTBLOCKS brand products in your project. Using 
this text in your specifi cation guarantees that all aspects of the application, including correct 
products, colors, materials, handling, installation, and maintenance, are properly specifi ed, 
resulting in a successful project.

LIGHTBLOCKS SAMPLES LIGHTBLOCKS Designer StudioStandards and a selection of 
Palatte Studio Favorites samples are readily available for same or next-day shipment to you. 
Custom color and custom translucency samples are also available upon request and usually 
take less than 5 days to process. We are happy to provide samples until we achieve the color 
you are looking for (within reason). We can also provide larger samples, custom fabrication 
detail samples, or prototypes for a small fee.

DESIGN PARTNERSHIP [DP] LIGHTBLOCKS engineers and designers are ready to 
work with you to explain the details and nuances of designing with polymer resins.  As a 
manufacturer founded by an artist we understand your expression of creativity and are happy 
to collaborate with you to fl ush out the details of your designs and make them a reality in sync 
with 
your budget.
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MATERIAL SELECTIONS
LIGHTBLOCKS are manufactured from various polymers selected to fi t your design. There are numerous options to consider, from 
material optimization to application and installation, as well as the most effi cient fabrication methods when selecting materials.  

Acrylic: LIGHTBLOCKS acrylic polymer provides the clearest material available for your designs. Acrylic is strong, lightweight 
and UV stable.

Polyester (PETG): LIGHTBLOCKS polyester polymer is an alternative to acrylic for certain applications. Polyester has a slightly 
frosty tinge to the raw material and is not quite as vibrant as acrylic.

Polycarbonate: LIGHTBLOCKS polycarbonate polymer is used for fi re-rated applications and can be colored the same as any 
of our other materials. Structural polycarbonates are excellent for an industrial design appearance or where added strength is 
required.

Sheet Sizes: LIGHTBLOCKS is available in multiple sheet sizes; 4’x8’, 5’x10’, 6’x12’, 8’x10’ (1.2m x 2.4m, 1.5m x 3.0m, 1.8m x 
3.0m, 2.4m x 3.0m) and more in most thicknesses.

Thicknesses: Materials are available from 1/16” to 2”+ (1.5 mm to 50+mm). We will work with you to select the correct 
thickness for your application and advise solutions when consistency is critical.

MATERIALS & PRODUCTS

LIGHTBLOCKS BRANDS
LIGHTBLOCKS brand products are available in several different product assemblies, each designed to meet your particular design 
requirement. 

Classic: LIGHTBLOCKS range of products that represent timeless resins; neutral color material or material with integral color as 
part of the raw material.

Product categories include: Ice, Green Ice, Dry Ice, White Ice, Cristal, Metallic and LightCast.

For all applications; interior and exterior1

Designer: LIGHTBLOCKS range of products that represent custom, hand applied back-colored resins used in applications that 
require exact color matches or a transparent or translucent clarity.  These products all come with a protective backer laminated to 
the back surface to protect the color layer.

Product categories include: Studio Standards, Custom Library, and Designer Custom.

For all applications; interior only2

Palette: LIGHTBLOCKS range of products that represent standard or custom back-colored resins that require a general color 
match, opaque clarity, and are fast hardened colors that do not require a protective backer. 

Product categories include: Studio Favorites and Palette Custom.

For all applications; interior and exterior

Kaleidoscope: LIGHTBLOCKS range of products that represent ThruColor dispersed saturation colored resins providing standard 
and custom colors in a range of thicknesses with optical clarity from transparent to opaque.  Ideal for fabricating when clear edge 
joints are detracting from the design intent.  For custom color matching process – sheet minimums may apply.

For all applications; interior and exterior

Canvas: Image capture in LIGHTBLOCKS resin with 100% recyclable quality for end of life disposal.  High resolution images 
captured in print directly on resin or polymer fi lm. Created in realistic or abstract designs for opaque and illuminated installations.

Nature Studio, Pattern Studio, Imagination Studio

Novel: LIGHTBLOCKS specialty products offering departures from our unique matte surface fi nish and incorporating the unusual 
to fulfi ll your specifi c design intentions. 

Tool Box: LIGHTBLOCKS family of Value Added Services and Accessories to make your design a one stop excursion through the 
world of LIGHTBLOCKS design and professional support services to complete your project.

Tools in the Box include: Design Partnerships [DP], Hardware, Illumination, Fabrication, Engraving, Forming, Laminating, Sign 
Lettering, and more.

1 Cristal and Metallic for interior only
2 Some exterior applications may use Designer in special conditions
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DETAILS

Competitive Pricing for Your Projects

LIGHTBLOCKS Project Developers work with you in crafting the best quality materials and most economical solution for your design. 
We will be glad to create a specifi c quote for your project. However, to get started, some pricing guidelines will be helpful in beginning 
your project. Following are some important things to know about pricing LIGHTBLOCKS:

The simple square-foot price of LIGHTBLOCKS raw materials does not represent the fi nal cost; it is actually the fi rst step in compiling 
the cost components that combine to create your LIGHTBLOCKS design. When we optimize your design on a sheet of material, we 
calculate the drops from the sheet at a cost only basis. You don’t pay full price for an entire sheet unless you use the entire sheet.

LIGHTBLOCKS base prices include the raw material polymer, our patented coloring process in any color you select, our renewable, 
scratch, fi ngerprint and stain-resistant matte fi nish and either a raw, CNC or unfi nished edge.

To this base cost we add various options to fulfi ll your design intent and integrity, resulting in your ready-to-install comprehensive 
price.  

A backer is typically added to the Designer product to protect the color on single sided materials

Edge treatments, including matte or fl ame polished carry additional per-foot charges

Custom fabrication and/or CNC custom machining time

Components from the Tool Box supplied with your order

BUDGET QUOTATION
This is a project quote based on your preliminary current design—an estimate of costs before the fi nal solutions are worked out.

FIRM QUOTATION
The fi rm quote refl ects the price of the project ready to be ordered and includes all components, plus a crating and shipping estimate  
if needed. 

SAMPLES & PROTOTYPES
Since custom is our standard and our goal is to help you fulfi ll your vision in any color and any translucency, the custom color samples 
we produce for you are typically free. Although we do have a few rules about samples. One of the great advantages of working with 
LIGHTBLOCKS is that we will fabricate your parts for you. If you need a prototype to inspect or approve before fi nal production, we will 
be happy to accommodate your request.

RULE OF THUMB PRICE RANGES
So now that we have explained how LIGHTBLOCKS pricing works, you still may need some benchmarks to decide if our product is 
compatible with your budget. A good rule of thumb is based on our average project data compiled over the most recent 12-month 
period. LIGHTBLOCKS average projects are 120 square feet (11 square meters) and cost $65.00 per square foot ($700 per square 
meter). However, taking into account a spectrum of variables, it is possible to create a project design that costs $18.00 up to $300.00 
a square foot ($195.00 up to $3,250 a square meter). We are happy to assist in the pricing process to guide you and your design to an 
affordable solution.

PACKAGING & SHIPPING CHARGES
LIGHTBLOCKS takes great pride in making sure your LightBlocks arrive safe and sound. We take special care in packaging, crating 
and shipping your order. All projects are quoted FOB Nashua, NH. We can provide you an estimated range for the packaging and 
shipping or give you a fi rm quote if we know when and to where your project will ship. All projects receive a fi rm packaging and 
shipping quote prior to fi nal invoicing.

Visit our website for complete details and our Terms & Conditions of Sale.




